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Abstract
Accurate predictions of convective heat transfer are essential in building-engineering and environmental studies on
urban heat islands, building energy performance, (natural) building and inter-building ventilation and buildingenvelope durability and conservation. In computational fluid dynamics (CFD) studies of these applications, wall
functions are mostly used to model the boundary-layer region. Recently, an adjusted wall function for temperature
(CWF) has been proposed (Defraeye, T., Blocken, B., Carmeliet, J., 2011a.). This CWF was intended for forcedconvective heat transfer at surfaces of bluff bodies, such as buildings in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL). This
CWF provides increased (wall-function) accuracy for convective heat transfer predictions and can be easily
implemented in existing CFD codes. As ABL flow around buildings is often in the mixed-convective regime, the
CWF performance is evaluated for situations with mixed convection in this paper. The CWF accuracy for mixed
convection (~16% for the convective heat transfer coefficient, CHTC) is also much better than standard wall
functions (~47% for the CHTC), but is Richardson-number dependent. The CWF approach can therefore
significantly improve the accuracy of forced- or mixed-convective heat transfer in large-scale building-engineering
or environmental studies, which are bound to rely on wall functions, but where accurate convective heat transfer
predictions are required.

1. Introduction
Convective heat transfer predictions at surfaces of wall-mounted bluff bodies in turbulent boundary layers at
moderate to high Reynolds numbers (Re = 104-107) are of interest for many engineering applications, such as building
and urban engineering. Here, knowledge on wind-induced convective heat losses from exterior building surfaces or
building components (e.g. solar collectors) in the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL) is relevant for the analysis of
urban heat islands (e.g., Mochida et al., 1997; Murakami et al., 1999; Takebayashi and Moriyama, 2007; Sailor and
Dietsch, 2007), building (component/envelope) energy performance (e.g., Liu and Harris, 2007; Palyvos, 2008),
building-envelope durability or conservation (e.g., Blocken et al., 2007a; Hussein and El-Shishiny, 2009; Defraeye
and Carmeliet, 2010) and (natural) ventilation of buildings (with outdoor air) and urban areas, i.e. inter-building
ventilation (e.g., Chen, 2009; van Hooff and Blocken, 2010; Luo and Li, 2011). Furthermore, such predictions can be
used to estimate the convective moisture transfer from building surfaces, by using the heat and mass transfer analogy
(e.g., Chilton and Colburn, 1934; Defraeye et al., 2012). Convective moisture transfer is of interest for hygrothermal
analysis of building envelopes and for urban applications involving evaporation of water from ponds, roof ponds,
green roofs, green walls or surfaces which are wetted by (wind-driven) rain (e.g., Blocken and Carmeliet, 2004).
Convective heat (or mass) transfer research for such flow problems is mainly performed by wind-tunnel
experiments (Quintela and Viegas, 1995; Meinders et al., 1999; Barlow and Belcher, 2002; Barlow et al., 2004) or
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) studies (Blocken et al., 2009; Defraeye et al., 2010; Defraeye and Carmeliet,
2010; Defraeye et al., 2011b, Karava et al., 2011). CFD has the advantage, compared to wind-tunnel experiments,
that a very high spatial resolution can be obtained (e.g. with respect to convective transfer coefficients; Defraeye et
al., 2010) and that no restrictions are imposed regarding scaling and accessibility of certain surfaces (e.g. compared to
infrared thermography; Meinders et al., 1998). On the other hand, the applied numerical modelling approaches (e.g.
turbulence and boundary-layer modelling) determine to a large extent the accuracy of CFD simulations and should be
validated.
Particularly at high Reynolds numbers (Re ≈ 106-107), such CFD computations are often performed with (steady)
Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) combined with wall functions (WFs), especially for complex
configurations such as large-scale environmental studies (e.g., Hussein and El-Shishiny, 2009; van Hooff and
Blocken, 2010; Gousseau et al., 2011). WFs are used here to take care of the boundary-layer region, instead of lowReynolds number modelling (LRNM). The main reason for this is computational economy: WFs avoid resolving the
boundary layer explicitly, which would require an extremely high grid resolution for LRNM at high Reynolds
numbers. Blocken et al. (2009) and Defraeye et al. (2010) have shown that resolving the laminar sublayer easily
requires cell sizes smaller than 1 mm, which is very difficult to achieve in extensive computational domains.
Therefore, the use of WFs is often practically unavoidable.
The standard WFs (SWFs; Launder and Spalding, 1974) however have two main limitations: (1) Strict
requirements to the computational grid are imposed: the cell centre point P of the wall-adjacent cells has to be located
in the logarithmic layer (30 < yP+ < 500). The dimensionless wall distance at point P (yP+) is defined as: (τw/ρ)1/2yP/ν,
where yP is the distance (normal) from the cell centre point P of the wall-adjacent cell to the wall (m), τw is the shear
stress at the wall (kg/ms2), ρ is the air density (kg/m³) and ν is the kinematic viscosity of air (m2/s). This grid
requirement is often difficult to achieve throughout the entire computational domain for complex flows, especially if
automated grid generation is used; (2) SWFs were derived for wall-attached boundary layers under so-called
equilibrium conditions, i.e. small pressure gradients, local equilibrium between generation and dissipation of
turbulent energy and a constant (uniform) shear stress and heat flux in the near-wall region (Casey and Wintergerste,
2000). For more complex flow problems, such as flow around bluff bodies, this wall-function concept breaks down.
Here, SWFs can lead to inaccurate predictions, particularly for convective heat transfer (Launder, 1988).
In order to obviate these two limitations of SWFs to some extent, more advanced approaches have been
developed, such as those by Shih et al. (2003), Craft et al. (2004), Popovac and Hanjalic (2007) and Balaji et al.
(2008). These approaches aimed at developing a more generalised treatment for WFs, ensuring their validity
throughout the entire boundary layer and thus not only in the logarithmic layer, and/or to improve the accuracy of
WFs for complex non-equilibrium flows. The implementation of these adjusted WFs in commercial CFD codes is
however not always that straightforward due to the limited access to the code itself. Furthermore, these adjusted WFs
do not always improve the accuracy significantly compared to SWFs (e.g. Popovac and Hanjalic, 2007). Particularly
for convective heat transfer, which is strongly determined by the transport in the boundary layer, more accurate
alternatives for SWFs are required (Launder, 1988; Murakami, 1993; Blocken et al., 2009; Defraeye et al., 2010).

From the viewpoint of improved wall-function accuracy for convective heat transfer and ease of implementation
in existing CFD codes, an adjustment to the standard temperature WF has been proposed by Defraeye et al. (2011a)
(see also section 2). This WF was intended for applications of forced-convective heat transfer at surfaces of wallmounted (sharp-edged) bluff bodies in turbulent boundary layers at high Reynolds numbers, with a building in the
ABL as a typical example. This adjusted WF significantly improves accuracy and can be easily implemented in
existing CFD codes. This study was however performed for forced-convective flow, whereas in many large-scale
urban engineering studies (e.g. Murakami et al., 1999; van Hooff and Blocken, 2010), air flow is in the mixedconvective regime, as this flow regime is predominantly found in urban areas. In this follow-up study, the
performance of this customised (adjusted) temperature WF (CWF) is evaluated for similar applications (i.e. ABL
flow over a cube) involving mixed convection, by comparison with SWF and LRNM simulations. In the next section,
the background on the development of the CWF by Defraeye et al. (2011a) is briefly described.

2. Customised wall function
The adjusted temperature WF proposed by Defraeye et al. (2011a) aimed at combining a lower grid resolution in the
near-wall region, compared to LRNM, together with an increased wall-function accuracy for convective heat transfer
predictions, compared to the SWF. This customised temperature wall function (CWF) was derived from validated
numerical LRNM data for air flow over a cube, as explained below, and was based on a logarithmic law:

1
TP* = Prt ,CWF ( ln( EyP* ) + PJ (Prt ,CWF ))

κ

(1)

where TP* is the dimensionless temperature in the wall-adjacent cell centre point P, yP* is the dimensionless wall
distance in the wall-adjacent cell centre point P, κ is the von Karman constant (0.4187), E is 9.793, Prt,CWF is the
turbulent Prandtl number used by the CWF and PJ is an empirically-determined coefficient (see Fluent 12, 2009),
which is a function of the turbulent Prandtl number (Prt,CWF). The parameters yP*, TP* and PJ are defined as:
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where µ is the dynamic viscosity of air (kg/ms), kP is the turbulent kinetic energy in point P (m²/s²), Cµ is 0.09, TP is
the air temperature in point P (K), Tw is the wall temperature (K), qc,w is the wall heat flux (W/m²), Pr is the Prandtl
number and cp is the specific heat capacity of air (J/kgK). Actually, the only difference between the CWF proposed
by Defraeye et al. (2011a) and the SWF for temperature, implemented in the used CFD code (ANSYS Fluent), is that
the CWF applies Prt,CWF = 1.95 instead of Prt,SWF = 0.85. Note that the CWF value was determined from validated
LRNM data for actual wind flow over a bluff body (as explained in the next paragraph), while the SWF value was
determined from flat-plate experiments under equilibrium conditions, which are less representative for building
aerodynamics. Also note that for non-equilibrium flows, WFs (Eq.(1)) are defined based on y* (and T*) values
(related to the turbulent kinetic energy, Eqs.(2-3)) instead of y+ values (related to the wall shear stress, τw). For
boundary layers under equilibrium conditions, both parameters are equal (Launder, 1988).
This CWF (Eq.(1) with Prt,CWF = 1.95) was determined from the LRNM T*-y* profiles of the thermal boundary
layer on the surfaces of a cube. These profiles indicate a logarithmic-like behaviour and correspond well for different
positions on the cube surfaces along lines normal to the surface. Such profiles are shown in Fig. 1 for the windward
surface of the cube, as a function of the y* value, and similar profiles were found for the other surfaces of the cube
(not shown, see Defraeye et al., 2011a). Note that the parameters used to calculate y* and T* (e.g. k or y) vary with
the distance from the wall. The proposed adjustment to the SWF was based on the quasi-universality of these LRNM

T*-y* profiles with respect to the surfaces, the position on the surface, the wind speed and wind direction (see
Defraeye et al., 2011a). The CWF was obtained by fitting these validated numerical (LRNM) data for convective heat
transfer in the turbulent region of the boundary layer by a logarithmic law (Eq.(1)), i.e. similar to that of SWFs. An
example of such a logarithmic approximation is shown by line A in Fig. 1. Instead of the temperature SWF, which
calculates TP* at point 1 in Fig. 1, the CWF calculates the TP* value at point 2 (according to line A), which is much
closer to the LRNM data. Since the predicted TP* value is used by WFs to calculate the wall heat flux (qc,w), the CWF
provides a more accurate qc,w prediction. Consequently, also more accurate convective heat transfer coefficient
(CHTC, W/m²K) predictions are obtained, where CHTC = qc,w/(Tw-Tref) with Tref = reference temperature (K). Note
that line A does not represent the CWF of Eq.(1) (with Prt,CWF = 1.95) since the latter was also based on data from
other wind directions and of other surfaces (see Defraeye et al., 2011a). The actual CWF as implemented (i.e. with
Prt,CWF = 1.95) is represented by line B. For more detailed information on the background and determination of the
CWF, the reader is referred to Defraeye et al. (2011a).
The performance of the CWF was evaluated by Defraeye et al. (2011a) for several bluff-body configurations,
including a cube. SWFs yielded deviations (overpredictions) for the CHTC of 40%, on average, compared to LRNM.
These deviations were generally reduced to about 10% or lower for the CWF, indicating a strong improvement in
accuracy. In addition, this CWF can be easily implemented in existing CFD codes. In the CFD code that was used
(ANSYS Fluent), Prt in Eq.(1) is called the Wall Prandtl Number, which could be easily adjusted (to Prt,CWF) since it
was directly accessible in the software. Note that the turbulent Prandtl number in the energy equation remains
unchanged. One of the main limitations of this CWF is however that it was derived for forced-convective flow
conditions. Therefore, the present study aims at evaluating its performance for mixed-convective flows. In the next
two sections, the used numerical model and the CFD simulation details are discussed.

3. Numerical model
A cube with a height (H) of 10 m is considered (Fig. 2), representing a building in the ABL. The size of the
computational domain (Fig. 2) is determined according to the guidelines of Franke et al. (2007) and Tominaga et al.
(2008). At the inlet of the domain, a neutral ABL over grass-covered terrain is imposed with a reference wind speed
(U10) of 0.5 m/s, taken in the upstream undisturbed flow at building height (10 m). This results in a Reynolds number
of 3.4x105, based on H and U10. The vertical profiles of the mean (horizontal) wind speed U (m/s, logarithmic law),
turbulent kinetic energy k (m²/s²) and turbulence dissipation rate ε (m²/s³) according to Richards and Hoxey (1993)
are imposed:

U (z) =

k=

ε=

u*ABL

κ

ln(

u*ABL 2
Cµ
u *ABL 3
κ ( z + z0 )

z + z0
)
z0

(5)

(6)

(7)

where uABL* is the ABL friction velocity (m/s), z is the height above ground (m) and z0 is the aerodynamic roughness
length (0.03 m). The temperature of the approach flow (Tref) is 10°C. The ground boundary is modelled as a no-slip
boundary with zero roughness since surface roughness values cannot be specified if LRNM is used (Fluent 12, 2009).
This restriction will inevitably introduce streamwise gradients in the vertical profiles of mean horizontal wind speed
and turbulence (Blocken et al., 2007b; Blocken et al., 2007c) but this effect is rather limited since a short upstream
fetch is considered, as recommended by Blocken et al. (2007b). The ground boundary is taken adiabatic. For the top
and lateral boundaries, a symmetry boundary condition (slip wall) is used. Zero static pressure is imposed at the
outlet. To investigate the influence of mixed convection on the CWF performance, CFD simulations at different
Richardson numbers are performed. The Richardson number represents the importance of natural convection relative
to forced convection. Pure natural convection is considered as the case where there is no wind; mixed convection is
used for all cases in between that and forced convection. Different Richardson numbers are achieved by varying the
(uniform) temperature on the exterior cube surfaces (Tw) from 10.1°C to 50°C, resulting in Richardson numbers from
0.1 to 52, which thus allows a comparison of forced convection with quasi fully buoyant flow. The use of a uniform

surface temperature allowed a straightforward specification of the surface temperature in the Richardson number
(Ri), which is defined as:

Ri =

β g (Tw − Tref ) H
U102

(8)

where g is the gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s²) and β is the thermal expansion coefficient of air, which can be
approximated by 1/T (K-1). In this study, this temperature is taken equal to (Tw-Tref)/2. For the forced-convective case,
Ri = 0 as buoyancy is not taken into account. For these simulations, Tw = 20°C is imposed.
Appropriate grids are built, based on a grid-sensitivity analysis, consisting of 2.7x106 cells for LRNM (Fig. 2) and
1.6x106 cells for WFs. Both grids are hybrid grids (hexahedral and prismatic cells). In order to resolve the boundary
layer appropriately, LRNM grids require a higher cell density in the wall-normal direction and a smaller y+ value of
the wall-adjacent cell (yP+ ≈ 1), compared to WFs (30 < yP+ < 500). Since τw increases with increasing wind speed
(U10), the evaluation of higher wind speeds with LRNM requires locally a higher grid resolution in the boundary-layer
region, hence a lower yP, in order to obtain a yP+ of about 1. The required yP can therefore become very small for
LRNM at high Reynolds numbers (± 0.05 mm for U10 = 7.5 m/s; see Defraeye et al., 2011b). Such a high grid
resolution for LRNM at high Reynolds numbers can significantly increase the computational expense, and can also
entail considerable problems for grid generation and convergence rates. These are actually the main reasons to
employ WFs at high Reynolds numbers. Relatively low wind speeds (U10) are therefore used in this study to limit yP
for LRNM grids to some extent (see Defraeye et al., 2011b). The total number of LRNM cells is actually still
relatively small for this isolated building. However, computationally-expensive large-scale building-engineering or
environmental studies using LRNM might become quasi impossible because LRNM yields too many cells. In this
case, using WFs is the only option.
The wall-function grid has the same cell density as the LRNM grid outside the near-wall region, but in the nearwall region the grid is adapted in order to provide: (1) a higher yP* value (> 30) for the wall-adjacent cells (yP+ values
are only used by wall functions for equilibrium boundary-layer flows); (2) a smooth transition with the second and
successive wall-normal cells, with respect to grid stretching.

4. Numerical simulation
The simulations are performed with the CFD code ANSYS Fluent 12. Steady RANS is used in combination with a
turbulence model. The realizable k-ε model (Shih et al., 1995) is used together with LRNM and WFs for the
boundary-layer region.
The accuracy of CFD simulations depends to a large extent on the turbulence-modelling and boundary-layer
modelling approaches that are used. It has to be quantified by means of validation experiments/simulations. The
realizable k-ε turbulence model with LRNM (Wolfshtein model; Wolfshtein, 1969) was recently evaluated in a CFD
validation study (Defraeye et al., 2010) using wind-tunnel measurements (Meinders et al., 1999) of convective heat
transfer on the surfaces of a cube placed in turbulent channel flow at a Reynolds number of 4.6x103, based on the
cube height and the bulk wind speed. The CFD validation study produced accurate CHTC predictions, both in
magnitude and distribution over the surface, for the windward surface (within the experimental uncertainty of 5%),
and to a lesser extent for the leeward surface (differences with experimental data < 10%), except at the edge zones,
which was attributed to the limited resolution of the experiments in these zones. For the side and top surfaces, the
distribution of the CHTC predictions over these surfaces was less accurate. These discrepancies were rather
attributed to inaccurate flow predictions in zones of separation and recirculation around bluff bodies (Murakami et
al., 1996; Iaccarino et al., 2003), due to steady-flow and turbulence modelling, than to inaccurate heat transfer
modelling in the boundary layer. Such discrepancies are a well-known deficiency of the steady RANS approach
combined with two-equation turbulence models. Although more advanced turbulence modelling approaches, for
example large-eddy simulation or direct numerical simulation, could result in more accurate CHTC results on these
surfaces, steady RANS is still often preferred for complex configurations at high Reynolds numbers for reasons of
computational economy (e.g., Hussein and El-Shishiny, 2009; van Hooff and Blocken, 2010; Gousseau et al., 2011;
van Hooff et al., 2011). Based on this perspective, it was also used in this study. Note that the validation study
(Defraeye et al., 2010) was performed for forced convection, and similar experimental data, particularly suitable for
detailed CFD validation, were not available, to date, for mixed convection. CFD, and more in particular the RANS
approach, has been used in the past for mixed convective studies in urban areas (Xie et al., 2006; 2007; Cheng et al.,
2009), but only few studies exist. Passive scalar transfer (forced convection) is more often studied.

Radiation is not considered in the simulations since fixed temperature boundary conditions are used for the
surfaces of the cube. The density is modelled with the Boussinesq approximation to account for buoyancy effects.
Thereby, heat will act as an active scalar and the flow field will be dependent of the imposed thermal boundary
conditions. Furthermore, second-order discretisation schemes are used throughout. The SIMPLE algorithm is used for
pressure-velocity coupling. Pressure interpolation is second order. Convergence was assessed by monitoring the
velocity, turbulent kinetic energy and temperature on specific locations in the flow field and heat fluxes on the
surfaces of the cube.

5. Results and discussion
5.1. Impact of buoyancy on convective heat transfer
Prior to assessing the performance of the CWF for mixed convection, the impact of buoyancy on the CHTC
distribution on the surfaces of the cube, as calculated by steady RANS with LRNM, is illustrated in Fig. 3. Here, the
CHTC distribution on the different cube surfaces is reported in a vertical and horizontal centreplane for different
Richardson numbers, i.e. from 0.1 to 52 (temperature differences ∆T = Tw-Tref of 0.1°C to 40°C) and also for forced
convection. It is clear that the CHTC increases for all surfaces with increasing Richardson number, especially for the
leeward surface. The shape of the CHTC distribution for the mixed-convective cases mainly differs from the forcedconvective case at the bottom of the windward surface, i.e. at the frontal vortex, and at the top of the leeward surface
(Fig. 3a). At the highest Richardson number (Ri = 52, ∆T = 40°C), the horizontal CHTC distribution at the leeward
surface (Fig. 3b) is not symmetrical anymore, which clearly indicates the impact of buoyancy on the stability of the
steady RANS solution of this symmetrical configuration. For Richardson numbers below 0.1 (∆T = 0.1K), buoyancy
effects can be considered negligible. Note that in all simulations, a neutral approach flow ABL is assumed, whereas
in reality, also a stratified ABL (stable or unstable) can occur. The focus of this paper is however on demonstrating
the performance of the CWF, which is related to the thermal flow field close to the building. For this reason, thermal
stability of the approach flow is not considered in this study, as this will not lead to a better indication of the
performance of the CWF, compared to SWFs.
5.2. Evaluation of wall-function accuracy
In Fig. 4, the CHTC distribution on the surfaces of the cube in a vertical centreplane is given for LRNM, the SWF
and the CWF for forced convection and for all mixed-convective cases. Each case is represented in a separate graph.
In addition, the relative differences between the surface-averaged CHTC, calculated by LRNM (CHTCLRNM) and by
the SWF or the CWF (CHTCWF), are compared for all surfaces of the cube as a function of the temperature difference
(∆T) in Fig. 5. Note that the cube-averaged CHTC is also shown here, including both side surfaces. Note that the
CHTC is directly representative for the heat flux at the wall (qc,w) since Tw (and thus also ∆T) is constant over all
building surfaces.
The overprediction of the CHTC by SWFs, compared to LRNM, can clearly be noticed for forced convection (±
50% of CHTCLRNM for forced convection) but also for all mixed-convective cases. A distinct similarity in the CHTC
distribution over the surfaces is however found between LRNM and SWFs for forced convection (Fig. 4), which is
related to the similarity of the flow fields (e.g. the location of the separation and recirculation zones). This similarity
breaks down partially at higher Richardson numbers, since the flow field will also be influenced by buoyancy effects
(i.e. the predicted heat flows from building surfaces), which are significantly different for SWFs and LRNM. Note
that SWFs for momentum transport do not result in worse overall flow predictions for this sharp-edged bluff body at
high Reynolds numbers (e.g. 3.4x105) and low Richardson numbers, compared to LRNM.
The CWF results show a very good agreement with LRNM for forced convection, as already shown by Defraeye
et al. (2011a). The accuracy of the CWF, compared to LRNM, decreases to some extent for mixed convection at high
Richardson numbers. However, in most cases the deviations for a specific surface are smaller than 15% and in all
cases smaller than 30% (see Fig. 5). The deviations of the CWF with respect to the cube-averaged CHTC are below
16% for all Richardson numbers. For the SWF on the other hand, the deviations are above 47%. The CWF thus
remains much more accurate than the SWF, also for mixed-convective cases, and is therefore a significantly better
alternative for the SWF.
Although the issue regarding the applicability of the CWF for mixed-convective flows was clarified in this study,
other issues regarding the use of this CWF are still pending. These are discussed in detail by Defraeye et al. (2011a)

and are not all repeated here. One issue which will certainly be addressed in future work is the performance of the
CWF for dense bluff-body configurations, such as in urban areas (e.g. street canyons or building arrays). Although
some work has already been done on this behalf (Allegrini et al., 2012), further CWF performance evaluation is still
required, and ongoing. Note that a similar adjusted WF can be determined for convective mass transfer. In the context
of urban heat island mitigation, this can be useful to predict evaporation of water from building and urban surfaces
more accurately.

6. Conclusions
The performance of an adjusted temperature wall function, originally developed for forced-convective flow around
wall-mounted (sharp-edged) bluff bodies in turbulent boundary layers at moderate to high Reynolds numbers, was
evaluated in this study for mixed convection. This customised wall function (CWF) can provide a strongly increased
accuracy for forced-convective heat transfer and is easily implementable in existing CFD codes. The evaluation of
this CWF for mixed convection was done in this study for atmospheric boundary layer flow over a cubic building, by
comparison with validated low-Reynolds number modelling (LRNM) simulations. Even for mixed convection, the
CWF showed much more accurate convective heat transfer predictions than standard wall functions (SWFs):
differences with LRNM results of the cube-averaged convective heat transfer coefficient (CHTC) were below 16%
for the evaluated Richardson number range (0-52), whereas they were above 47% for SWFs. Note that the CWF
accuracy was to some extent dependent on the Richardson number and on the surface considered. The CWF approach
combines increased wall-function accuracy for convective heat transfer calculations with the typical advantages of
WFs compared to LRNM, namely easier grid generation, since very fine cells in the near-wall region are avoided, and
grids with less computational cells, reducing the computational time. The CWF approach will thus be useful for
computationally-expensive large-scale building-engineering or environmental studies involving forced- or mixedconvective heat transfer, which are bound to rely on WFs to resolve the transfer in the boundary layer, but where
accurate convective heat transfer predictions are required.
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Figure captions

Figure 1. Dimensionless temperature profiles (T*) at different positions on the windward surface of the cube (for
wind direction perpendicular to the surface) along lines normal to the surface, as a function of the y* value (logarithmic scale), for LRNM and SWFs. The CWF approximation of the LRNM data (as implemented in the CFD code;
see Defraeye et al., 2011a) is shown by line B.

Figure 2. Computational domain and grid (H = cube height) with specification of the boundary conditions. The
height of the domain is 6H. Top view (left) and isometric view (right).

Figure 3. CHTC distribution on the surfaces of the cube (for LRNM) in a vertical (a) and horizontal (b) centreplane
for forced and mixed convection (MC: mixed convection, FC: forced convection).

Figure 4. CHTC distribution on the surfaces of the cube (for LRNM, SWF and CWF) in a vertical centreplane for
forced convection (FC) and all mixed-convective cases. Note that the scale on the vertical axis is different for ∆T =
40K.

Figure 5. Relative difference of the surface-averaged CHTC of LRNM with that of WFs for different surfaces of the
cube, and the cube-averaged value, for (a) SWF; (b) CWF (FC: forced convection).

